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Moderator B. Dale Mathews: OK, I think we’ll get started. It’s about 1:30. Oh, this says 1:32. OK, thanks to
all of you who stayed for the last session. This is the CLIFR Update. I’m Dale Mathews. I work at Manulife
Financial. I’ve been a member of CLIFR for just over three years now and I’ve been the vice-chair for just the last
couple of months. With me, the other half of the panel is Wally Bridel who’s Vice President Corporate Actuarial
at Munich Reins where he’s been with that company for seven years. He is currently the vice chair of the CIA’s Risk
Management and Capital Requirement Committee and he’s been a member of CLIFR since 2006.

So, what we’re going to do this afternoon is give you an update on what CLIFR is currently involved in with
particular expansion of a couple of topics that we’ve been spending a lot of time on.

So I’ll start off with a general update and then I’ll turn it over to Wally for an update on the project on
calibration of interest rate models and then I’ll finish with an outline of what we’re planning to put into this year’s
fall letter. That order seemed to work because once we’ve discussed where we are with a number of other issues,
the form and the content of the fall letter should make sense.

So first of all, you’ve been hearing a lot over the last couple of days about international standards and I
wanted to talk a bit about what effect this is going to have on CLIFR, at least in the near term. So because
everybody’s busy, going to be preparing for international standards and because of the resulting shelf life for our
current standards, we’re in what we would consider maintenance mode with respect to the current standards. So
we’re trying to avoid significant new initiatives, but we still have several existing initiatives in progress. We’re
trying where we can to ensure that the initiatives we’re currently working on are reasonably consistent or the
direction we take is reasonably consistent with IFRS. And we hope to be able to assist the ASB and the Practice
Council with the conversion to IFRS because we think we have people on the committee who could be helpful
in that regard. So particularly in Phase 1 we hope to be able to assist in reviewing our current standards and
identifying the areas that may need to change to be consistent with IFRS. In point of fact, we’ve just started
work on a request for the ASB on the issue about discretionary participation features. It’s been mentioned a
couple of times in other people’s presentations.

I think I should go back because I think we missed a slide. Oh yes, just for the record, this is the composition
of CLIFR as of today.

OK, the first thing to do is to draw your attention to our recent publications and by recent I mean since
more or less this time last year. We published early in 2008 an ed note on the implications of the proposed revisions
to the income tax legislation, the draft from November 2007. We had to extend our previous guidance to include



the changes related to tracking properties. That was essentially the new item in that draft proposal. And otherwise,
that guidance is consistent with the earlier ed note which we published in April 2007. And the other ed note that
we’ve published in the last year is our note on segregated fund valuation, which is from November of last year. So

those are the most recent education notes.
We’ve also published two notices of intent, both I believe in June of this year. The first one is related to the

term of the liability as it applies to segregated fund products. When we worked on the ed note over the last couple
of years we noticed a couple of issues with respect to, specifically to the term of the liability and we’ve talked about
them in various presentations and also in the covering letter to the ed note we mentioned that we were hoping to
address them. And the second is related to the issue of mortality improvement and reflecting it particularly in
insurance valuation and that of course will require a change to the standards. So those notices of intent were out
in June and I believe the period for comment is now over. And we will be proceeding to the next step, which is to
drafts and changes to the standards.

Now this is just a list of our current initiatives. I won’t go through them one by one because each one is going
to have separate attention later on.

OK, so the first initiative, which is a reflection of mortality improvement, as the slide says. Our goal was to
propose a basis for mortality improvement for both annuity and life insurance valuation. We’re hoping to produce
a draft educational note before the end of the year. And as I said, this will require changes to the standards of
practice. Any changes we make won’t be effective in 2008, they’ll be effective in 2009. So nothing affecting this
year-end valuation. And we’re also looking to change the method under which we promulgate changes in the rate
of mortality improvement. And that won’t, again, take place until 2009.

So first of all, looking at the rates of mortality improvement themselves. The draft proposal that we still have
in mind is very similar essentially what’s been presented I think by Edward Gibson at the last one or two CIA
meetings. The form of it is kind of a minimum reserve for both insurance and annuity business. So in other words,
the appointed actuary could have a different basis for the best estimate and a different margin, but the resulting
reserves have to be at least as high as under our prescribed basis.

Now under our proposed basis, the improvement scales would be the same for both life and annuity business
and the proposal we put together uses population studies from Mary Hardy’s paper. And the mortality
improvement rates themselves will have their own MfAD. And the direction of course is determined on whether
the business is life supported or death supported. So the same concept as for lapse MfADs.

The improvement rates are also proposed to be the same for males and females. When we looked at the data
we saw that males and females are showing different rates of mortality improvement, depending on the period of
time over which you measure whether it’s a short or a long period. So at the end of the day it seemed to make sense
to use the same rates of improvement for both.

For life insurance business, the maximum improvement rates are then equal to 50% of the base rate. So the
MfAD is 50%. And the maximum duration of the improvements would be 25 years, so after that they would go
to zero. For annuities we put the margin on in the other direction. So you have a minimum improvement rate of
150% of the base and again, a maximum duration of improvement of 25 years.

So this graph just shows you the fit of the proposed rates with the data from Mary Hardy’s study. And so you
can see the green line is the proposed best estimate and the purplish one is the padded one for insurance and then
there’s a white one which is not all that easy to see, but symmetrically on top of the green line, which would be
the corresponding padded rate for annuities, so it’s just 50% in one direction or the other. So on a padded basis
these rates seem to cover the data quite well.

And this graph, which has also been presented in earlier presentations, shows you how these rates look compared
to the modified AA scale, which is the current basis. So again it’s a little bit higher in terms of the rates of improvement.
And this is consistent with recent guidance where we’ve had to kind of beef up the AA scale a little bit.

Now the other thing we’re looking at, and that’s still a little bit in its infancy, is the form and the range of the
other margin. Based on some concern that particularly for annuities the total margin may be too high. So the
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mortality improvement margin that I’ve just talked about of 50% covers the deterioration in the mean. And the
question is how to provide for the misestimation of the starting point. So we’re looking at the form of the margin
and we have two forms in place now in the standards, a percentage of the expected mortality, which is for annuity

business, or the K/EX format, which is for insurance business. So we’re looking at the range of how does the 5-
15% of the cue for annuity business combined with the 50% of the improvement rates look in total versus the,
you know, the total impact that we would get for insurance. So we may or may not decide to recommend some
action there, but we’re looking at it and doing some testing.

In terms of promulgation of improvement rates, in paragraph 2350-11 of the standards, it says that, this is
for annuity business, it’s prescribed that the actuary’s best estimate includes a secular trend toward lower mortality
as promulgated from time to time. Now this promulgation from time to time has been in recent years done via
the CLIFR fall letter where we’ve talked about the AA scale and some modifications to it. We’re expecting to
change that process. Now it says here 2008. We’re planning to develop a new process in conjunction with the
Actuarial Standards Board in 2008 and it would not become effective till next year. So I think the ASB is
considering that the promulgated rates of improvement become in essence part of the standards. So we should
be going through a more formal process, which we’re going to develop with them if we want to change those rates
of improvement.

Now the next initiative that I’m going to talk about is currency risk. This has been under development for some
time and I think Ty talked about it at the Quebec City meeting in June. We had put together a draft ed note and
a notice of intent and our proposal had been to use currency forwards to develop the best estimate for future
foreign exchange rates and if those weren’t available to use something developed from interest rate differentials. And
then to that we would add an MfAD ranging from 5 to 50% with considerations listed as to where you might want
to position yourself in that range. The feedback we got on this proposed approach was fairly negative and some
of the issues or the concerns that were raised were that this might not be consistent with the direction of
international standards, that we were combining kind of a risk neutral approach with a real world approach and
that using the risk neutral approach plus a margin might be considered excessive. And a basic question on why the
range was expanding and why it was becoming so wide.

So we’re kind of back slightly to the drawing board. We’re re-looking at our proposal. We’re considering a
couple of alternatives, for example, going back to the current best estimate, leaving the range of the margin as 5
to 50%, but establishing a floor based on currency forwards or for example, maintaining the idea of using currency
forwards or using currency forwards as the basis for the best estimate, but rethinking our guidance on where to
position yourself in the range of the MAD, potentially to take into account what the implied movement in the
exchange rates you’ve already taken into account and the best estimate. So we’re looking at a couple of things like
that. We would hope to come up with a new draft proposal in the next couple of months.

With regard to segregated funds, we did, as I said, we did publish a new educational note in November of last
year. And while we were developing that note we spent a lot of time reviewing the section of the standards around
the term of the liability and we concluded, it’s a fairly arduous section to work through, but our conclusion was
that the standards currently imply a different determination of the term of the liability if your segregated fund
contract is fully guaranteed versus if it isn’t fully guaranteed. And we thought that was inconsistent and probably
inappropriate so we’re proposing a change to the standards. That would clarify that the term of the liability for both
of these types of contracts would end at the balance sheet date if the liability would otherwise be negative and then
you’d have your normal extension of that to cover the DAC. And you would extend that term of the liability only
if that increases the liability. So only to the term that maximizes it at an appropriate level of aggregation. Now we
believe that’s probably not going to have a huge effect because we don’t think there are many contracts around that
are fully guaranteed, but we weren’t comfortable with this inconsistency. So that’s already been proposed in the
notice of intent.

And then the other aspect of the notice of intent was to put something into the standards to recognize the
impact of hedging. The way the term of the liability works now is you couldn’t allow the liability to go negative
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to offset some of the changes in the asset values or the assets backing the hedge and we didn’t think that was
consistent with the spirit of the standards and we indicated, we had words to that effect in the educational note
and now we’re going to draft some changes to the standards to reflect that.

OK, another initiative that’s going on for a while has been with respect to guidance on the valuation of group
health, life and health business. There was a May 2000 research paper on this and we’ve been working on an
educational note that essentially uses that as the base, but updates it in some detail. The areas that we’re looking
at updating are essentially to reflect current standards and group practices. To give some additional guidance on
the CALM impact. There were some specific areas of group valuation that reacted a bit differently to 3855. And
one area that’s being looked at a lot is the section on experience rate of refunds where the group working on this
felt there was quite a need for expansion of the section and clarification. So quite a bit of work has been done on
this recently. Whitman Wu’s taken over steering this subcommittee and we hope to have this educational note out
by the end of the year.

Equity returns. This is something where we have historically put some guidance into the fall letter. And it’s
really around establishing a best estimate assumption for your non-fixed income assets and we’re essentially
expanding on that guidance and putting together an educational note again, which we hope to have published this
fall. So obviously a busy fall for us.

A relatively small item with regard to universal life. The draft note on, educational note on UL had a section
on the tax impact of unit trusts. And there was some concern voiced in that ed note about the sustainability of that
tax situation and as you know, that is one of the items that has been mentioned in the proposed revisions to the
taxes and we will update this note accordingly I guess once these tax proposals become enacted.

We had established a working group to look at the standards generally to see if we needed to revise them to
take into account situations where we felt current tax situations might not be sustainable and you know, we wanted
to be able to react to that. But the conclusion was that the current standards provide enough flexibility, so we’re
not proceeding with that activity.

So now I’m going to turn it over to Wally who’s going to talk to you about all the work that’s been done on
the calibration of interest rate models and then I’ll finish up with the fall letter.

Speaker Wallace A. Bridel: Thanks Dale. The work that we’ve been doing on the calibration of interest rate
models has been a work in progress for quite some time now. So we have had several presentations at previous
meetings. So if I start into the slides and you’re thinking you’ve seen this before, you probably have, but don’t
leave. There’s new material that’s been added in and so you’ll want to hang around. When we look at the calibration
of interest rate models I think it’s always good to just take a step back for a moment and talk about what is an
interest rate model to frame what we’re talking about, to identify what we see as the issue and then I will lead from
there into the derivation of draft calibration criteria and how we’ve come up with our draft criteria. We have done
some model testing, different stages of testing along the way, which I’ll comment on. And then finally, have a
wrap up.

So when we look at interest rate models we’re basically talking about a tool that can be used to generate
possible future interest rate paths. The models will generally model a couple of select points on a curve. As you
know, with equity returns you’re modelling one rate, with interest rates it’s the entire curve that you’re trying to
model and usually three points as a minimum, a short to medium term and a long term will be utilized in the
models to capture the shape of curves. Generally you would start with the current curve and project stochastic paths
along for each of the selective curve points. So I will have a series of two, ten and long-term rates are what we
focused on.

Parameters typically include, and I couldn’t say that they always are based on these, but typically the models
will be based on a long-term mean expectation, a volatility assumption and a mean reversion in terms of how
quickly or how slowly my paths progress up to that long-term mean.

And one example of a model that’s fairly common for people to use is a Cox-Ingersoll-Ross. And you can see
that the rate at time T is a function of the rate at time T-1 plus TOW (ph) the long-term expectation and then a
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random variable parameter. The alpha reflects the strength of the mean reversion. So each period is going to be a
weighting between the rate in the previous period and the long-term rate that I’m always pulling towards. Some
of the other common models are Vasicheck, Brendan Schwartz and multiplicative shock, all of which we use in

our analysis and our testing.
Now when we talk about long-term expectation and mean reversion, we don’t mean that the paths all end up

at that point. They don’t, but what happens for any one particular path is there’s that pull towards the long-term
mean, but the path will go high, it will go low, it’s just always moving back towards and through that long-term mean.
And you can see that here where I’ve charted out just three random paths that I took from our Cox-Ingersoll-Ross
model. And you can see that there’s periods where each of them have rising rates and falling rates and then rising
again. The orange coloured paths, just as a reference point, are the CALM prescribed scenarios, the grade to 5 and
grade to 12, which I just put on as a bit of a reference benchmark. And you can see for the most part that the
random scenarios are moving within those bounds, although there are periods where rates do exceed the 12, at least
the build up to the 12 curve and even a little bit further out there are points where rates do spike up a little bit higher
than 12. And similarly on the low end, there are periods where the rates do drop lower. It’s not exactly 5 and 12
because currently the index assumptions are bringing those bounds a little bit lower than the 5 and the 12.

So when it comes to interest rate models, you have some choices to make. You can choose from different
models. There’s many, many models that are available. Some are relatively simple, some are more complex, they
get into multiple regime type situations and stochastic volatility components. The choice of parameters can be tricky
and we had quite a bit of discussion on this in the working group. You can look at history, but if you choose
history what period should be chosen? I’ve got some slides later that show that that choice of history can have quite
a dramatic impact on the parameters that are derived. We can apply judgment, but then have to face what is
reasonable. And so in the end in our work we gave considerations to both and weighting to both.

OK, what is the issue? With no guidance or calibration, a wide range of results is possible. One example that
Mike had used yesterday in his presentation is the multiplicative shock model. And this is the same slide of course
that Mike had used. And we don’t mean for this to be a knock against the multiplicative shock model itself. In fact
we do believe it is a good model to use. But the calibration, if anything, has become somewhat outdated. As Mike
had mentioned, this has been used in the past for segregated fund work and was developed around, you know,
2000, 2001, 2002 timeframe, which at that point in time long-term risk free rates were quite a bit higher than
where they are right now and the shape of this development. On the long horizon it would end up in the same
spot. And when we look at long horizon, I’ll also say steady state. And by that we refer to the point in time where
the distribution of results stabilizes and as well the impact of the initial rate has basically faded away and is not a
factor anymore. So if I altered the starting rate up to 6%, the development would look a little bit different, the
end result would be the same. And in that context, if I had some areas that were dropping down to 4½% say, it
wouldn’t look unreasonable against the 6. But where we are now where we’re starting closer to 4 and ending up
with all of our scenarios higher than that initial starting rate, most actuaries would say there’s a problem with that
if I’m going to then use these for valuation purposes.

Two other examples that I pulled together just from the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross model. These are four paths,
fifth, tenth, left tail and then the higher 90th and 95th. And just pay attention to the circled points where you can
see on the high end rates are generally 10 and 12%. On the low end they’re in the 2 to 3% range. And then I varied
the parameters just a little bit using a lower mean and a higher mean reversion. And here my rates have dropped
both sets below 10, so rather than 10-12 it’s more in the 8-10 range. And at the lower end my rates are now falling
between 3 and 4. So you can see that it has a fairly dramatic impact with variations in those assumptions.

So now I’m at the point where I want to look at deriving calibration that I can use for my models. And to do
this we first looked out to the long-term horizon or steady state where the influence of the initial starting interest
rate would not be a factor. And then from there we moved back along the time horizon if you like to look at the
two year projection point and the ten year projection point. And we also looked at a component to add in on mean
reversion. And I’ll talk more about that later as to why we did that.
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If we first look at Canadian rates over the historical rates, over 1936 to 2007, we can see that there’s three fairly
distinct periods. Back in the 30’s and 40’s rates were quite low and they were sustained at that low level for quite
some time, starting about 1950 through to 1980 you have a fairly steady increase in rates. Some very high spike

rates in the early 80’s and then since then it’s been a fairly steady decline to where we are today. And when I look
at the U.S. rates it’s much the same situation. Some of the history goes further back and we can see that some of
the older history had higher rates.

So if I’m looking at models and scenarios that are produced by models, there are certain things that I’m going
to want to see and have calibration criteria that basically ensures this will happen. And the things that I’m going
to be looking for that scenarios produce are extreme high and low rates, that periods of increasing interest rates
and periods of declining interest rates can be modelled for different scenarios. And I’m also looking to see that
there’s some evidence in the scenarios of periods of sustained lows and periods of sustained highs so I’m not just
hitting a low and then bouncing back up right away. I’d like to see some periods where there’s some extended low
rates before it moves back up.

And the other thing that we’ve looked at with all of our calibration is to focus on the distribution of scenario
outcomes. We’re not calibrating parameters to fit a model, everything is focusing on the scenarios produced by the
model and the distribution of those scenarios at the different points in time.

So our approach to interpreting the data is we want it to be guided by history but with judgment applied. And
to focus our calibration mainly in the two tails so that the tenth and lower percentile in the left and 90th on the
right. Canadian history as you saw on the chart is there’s good information dating back about 70 years or so and
then it starts to be a little bit limited. The U.S. and other countries provide a little bit more history and we did
study that and take that into consideration as well. And the one premise I guess that we were guiding by as well
is that we didn’t want to be in a position where we were effectively assuming that highs and lows in the past could
never happen again.

OK, so here we have our draft calibration criteria at the steady state, which we’re measuring at 60.7 in the
projection horizon. And if we look at the left tail first and you can see where the judgment starts to come into play
because if we were fitting purely to history in this period we can see the 2½ and the 5th percentile are fairly close
with the historical values. The 10th at 3.4 is higher than the history at 2.9, so what this means is that we’re looking
for the extremes to be replicated, but not necessarily the length of the sustained lows. And that’s why we see that
in the 10th point that, the 10th percentile point, that we’re not demanding that rates stay at that very low level for
as long as history has shown to be the case. And again on the right tail we also see that on the 90th percentile the
calibration at 10, which is lower than the historical value means we’re not demanding that rates stay at sustained
highs that we’re seeing through the 70’s and 80’s but we still want to see that some of the results do actually spike
up to some of the extreme points that we saw at the 95th and 97th ½.

OK, the starting rate for the calibration, I mentioned before that when we’re in the steady state the effect of
the initial rate should have been eliminated. Our model testing and the relatively weak meaner version that we were
using showed that the initial rate can have a long-term influence, particularly when we’re starting at the low rate
right now and moving up to the higher right tail rates, it can take quite a long time to get to a truly steady state
position. And so what we’ve done is recommend that the calibration at the steady state actually be based on 6.25%
starting rate rather than the current environment. It’s not something that you would have to do, but we feel it’s a
reasonable concession that if people wanted to calibrate at that 6.25%, which would be in the range of what we
believe people would be using for a long-term rate expectation, that that’s a reasonable thing to do. From a practical
point of view it does eliminate the need to re-examine your model every time interest rates move beyond a certain
amount say. And then once you have it calibrated at that rate then it is important to run the identical model
parameters scenarios and seed at the current starting rate. So you’re producing scenarios that have the same
stochastic footprint if you like as what you had when you did your calibration.

OK, so what about the shorter term horizon? And here, I’m looking at the two circled points on the graph,
my two year and ten year horizon points. And what we found here is that the models, any one model at different



parameterization or different models do produce different shorter term patterns, even though they may all move
to the same point in the steady state. We did look at a little bit of history to try to frame this as well, but we
did find that once we segmented the data into smaller pieces, so we were looking at starting rates that were 4%

and two years out and ten years out from those starting rate points that we just didn’t have a lot of data to work
with. So instead we used two of the models that we had tested on the steady state criteria to develop a shorter
horizon. And for that we had used the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross and Brendan Schwartz models. And from there we
adjusted it further if we felt there was a need to have either stronger left low rate or stronger right tail high rate
results in the calibration.

OK, so here we have our two and ten year criteria. I realize that the slide is a little bit busy but you can break
it out into quadrants with the upper left I guess being the two year criteria for the left tail, the lower left being the
right tail. And when we looked at the, we thought we had three different choices for calibrating the shorter horizon.
We could look at the dispersion between interest rates. So we could look at the 10th and the 90th for example and
say that that difference had to be a certain width. The other approach was to look at ratios, so the ratio of the 90th

to the 10th had to be above a certain value. Or the third approach, which is what we elected to take, to actually
used fixed rates. And by doing that then we also had to consider what starting rate frameworks we would use, which
is why we see starting at a 4% initial rate, a 6.25% and a 9% initial rate. And on the right boxes show how those
calibration develop out at the ten year point. And so similar to the steady state, we’re going to be looking for
models that produce results that are less than or equal to the left tail points or greater than or equal to the right
tail. I’ve got some other graphs later that help with that.

How is this all applied? As we mentioned before, we said calibrating the steady state at the initial rate of
6.25% is reasonable. You would then run the model at the low rate environment of 4% and then again at the high
rate of 9% and check the calibration at the two and the ten year points and as long as everything was satisfied there,
you’d be set. And then finally for the valuation scenarios you would run the calibrated model using the current long-
term rate as the starting value.

It is possible to check your calibration in one step so you wouldn’t necessarily have to do just a steady state
and then move back through the other tests. You could do it all at once.

Is this enough? We found there were two considerations. One was around the median assumption itself. As I
mentioned, we were focusing in the tails for the calibration. We weren’t too concerned about what was happening
in the middle. But later on in our work decided that we needed to give some consideration to that. We don’t have
a specific criteria for the median, but we do have a range that we feel would be reasonable and if the models are
producing long-term means that are outside of that range, in the absence of justification for going with a value like
that we feel that model would not satisfy the criteria. The other consideration was around sustained highs and
sustained lows. And we felt having just the calibration criteria up to this point, there was still room in the models
that we tested to set a high meaner version and high volatility that could still satisfy the calibration criteria but the
chance of producing periods of sustained lows or sustained highs with such a high volatility assumption was fairly
remote. And so we felt we needed to address that in some way. And the way we were able to do that rather than
addressing, although the volatility is the driver of the result, addressing it through the mean reversion parameter
would actually address the issue as well.

And here is an example of what impact historical reference points can have. This is for the mean reversion
strength, which can vary anywhere from two years to 70 years depending on the historical period that was chosen.
And so we said we have to rein that in a little bit and what we’re recommending is that the mean reversion is not
stronger than 14½ years, which is equivalent to saying it’s a half life of ten years. For simpler models this can be
demonstrated fairly easily by the choice of the mean reversion parameter. And for more complex models it can be
demonstrated through a mathematical proof and our draft ed note will have an appendix that walks through how
that mathematical proof would be done.

OK, we then looked at model testing because we wanted to be able to say the reasonably parameterized models
could satisfy the calibration criteria that we wanted to be able to satisfy the criteria with some model forms. Our
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testing did focus on Vasichek, Cox-Ingersoll-Ross, Brendan Schwartz and multiplicative shock. All of these were
single regime models. One member of our working group was also able to test on their own proprietary multiple
regime model just to be able to say we were still moving in a direction that could be satisfied with that more

complex model form or whether we were producing something that looked like it was going to create some
problems. And we did look at both unconstrained and constrained parameterizations.

The initial results for the steady states, the Vasichek model we found could be adjusted to satisfy the calibration
points, but it did produce some extreme values. The other point that came out later in our analysis was that the
long-term mean assumption that would have to be used in the Vasichek was actually quite high and that this
model would actually not satisfy the range for the median that we were recommending. But in general, we found
the single regime models, the other models could be adjusted and meet the calibration criteria and that in our view
they were reasonably parameterized models that somebody might use in practice.

These initial results of the steady state we have presented before so I won’t walk through them in great detail.
The one point, when you see the charts it looks like a lot of numbers and it looks like a lot of points that have to
be satisfied. In reality, the models are generally dependent on a few key points or constrained by a few key points
and these are highlighted in this chart as well where the Vasichek and the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross models are actually
constrained by the 10th and the 97½ percentile points. So if you satisfy those, you satisfy the other points. Brendan
Schwartz and multiplicative shock switch to the other side and they’re more constrained by the 2½ and the 10th.
But the important point is in reality, the criteria for any particular model that you choose, the criteria will tend to
distil down to a few key points that constrain the parameterization of that model. So it’s simpler than it looks.

And I think I’ve covered that off. OK, for the next three graphs I just wanted to demonstrate for the Cox-
Ingersoll-Ross model that I was using and starting at a rate of 6.25% how it did measure up against the calibration
criteria. And for this I’ve only included the 90th and the 10th percentile points just to keep it a little bit simpler
and not get too busy. And as well I’ve drawn a straight line between the two and the ten. Obviously just the two
year point and the ten year point represent the calibration criteria, but I added in the linear line just so it would
be a little bit more prominent in the chart. And you can see that for this model my 10th percentile is running lower
than the calibration bar and my 90th is running higher.

When I ran it at 4% starting rate, the shape of the development in the early durations is different. I’m still
satisfying my 10th and 90th calibration criteria and moving out to my steady state of 12% on the high end and
about 3.4 on the lower. And then finally on the 9% again a very different shape to the distribution of results,
especially through the early duration. But here again I am able to satisfy my calibration criteria at the 10th and the
90th, as shown by the straight line.

So have the issues been addressed? We feel this will narrow the range of practice. Scenarios produced,
particularly in the steady state, will emerge in a way that satisfy the criteria. Model choices, yes, particularly simpler
model forms. I mentioned Vasichek appeared to have some problems and would not satisfy the full set of calibration
criteria that we had developed the complete package.

Does this encourage the use of stochastic models or at least not discourage the use of models? At this stage, it
was hard to say. What we did on CLIFR is we formed a separate sub-group to test this further. So take the stochastic
criteria, calculate stochastic reserves based on the models that satisfy the criteria and at the same time run a
CALMvaluation and be able to compare results. That work is in progress right now and hopefully we’ll have
something back on that soon.

Our goals are to complete the initial work on the long-term interest rate calibration this fall. In order to
complete that we would like to finish the review that we’re undertaking to gauge the potential impact. At the same
time we do have to provide some guidance around the handling of spreads. All of this work so far has been based
on long-term risk free interest rates and so the question of what to do for credit spreads needs some points as well.
And we’re aiming to have a draft educational note out to members later this fall. Winter 2009 we will then start
to turn our attention to shorter and medium term interest rates.



We have been seeking feedback along the way from the Appointed Actuaries Committee, also the Committee
on Investment Practice and of course any interested members that are hearing this presentation or have some of
their own thoughts, it would be good to hear from you too. Later work that we still have to do is to look at the

U.S. dollar interest rates at the long horizon. Our preliminary view is that the same criteria could be used for U.S.
interest rates. We’re not completely sold on that yet but that’s our initial thinking. We’re also looking at some
historical spreads and correlations between Canadian and U.S. interest rates as part of our plan. Later to consider
disinvestment and credit spreads, other markets, correlation with equities and currencies are all a possibility. There
is American Academy work going on at the same time that also are developing calibration criteria, so we’re keeping
an eye on that that we don’t end up moving in two very different directions. Plus if we can utilize some of each
other’s work, we’ll take advantage of that as well.

And here’s a list of just the working group contacts if you did want to phone any of us up and share some
thoughts or get more information on the work that we’ve done, we’d be happy to talk to you. And questions we’ll
take after Dale part two.

Moderator Mathews: OK, so Dale’s part two is the fall letter for 2008. I have to emphasize at the outset that
this hasn’t yet gone through due process, so there may be changes. We have a draft that’s pretty much fine in our
view, but there are a number of steps after that to get it out. We have to vote on it and get feedback, review of it,
practice council and so on. So one thing about the fall letter is it seems to be getting shorter and there are a couple
of reasons for that. As we publish educational notes or we’re about to publish educational notes in the remainder
of the year, we delete those sections of the fall letter that these notes would replace. So as you’ve seen from our
presentation so far, we are expecting to get a couple more of those out this year. And also, as I mentioned earlier,
we’re more or less in maintenance mode on existing standards. We’re not planning to undertake major initiatives
at this point, given the advent of international standards. So that’s another reason for the content of the fall letter
to get a bit shorter.

Going through the sections that remain kind of one by one. Insurance mortality, the guidance is the same this
year as last. That would still then require that any mortality improvement in the best estimate be offset in the
margin. And any changes we make to the standards of practice related to this wouldn’t be effective till 2009. So
basically year-end 2008 guidance is unchanged.

The same thing applies to annuity mortality for essentially the same reasons. There are new guidance and
changes to the standards won’t be effective till next year. So because it’s unchanged we are continuing the previous
recommendation of the alternative to the AA scale and we’ve again included the appendix to the fall letter, which
shows how that’s applied. And again, our method for promulgation of rates of mortality improvement will probably
change in 2009, so will no longer be part of the fall letter but will take some other form.

Interest rates, that’s a fairly lengthy section in the fall letter. In this we refer to the Phase 1 of the development
of the calibration criteria, which Wally’s just been talking to you about. And we talk a little about the stochastic
testing and in this context we list a few areas the actuaries should investigate if the policy liability that is booked
on a stochastic basis is les than that required under the worst of the prescribed scenarios. So in addition to the list
that’s been there for the last couple of years, we recommend that the actuary ensure that the model generated rates
are tested against these draft calibration criteria and ideally that the rates satisfy the draft criteria. So these are
additional recommendations versus previous years.

I should also mention, I forgot to put it on the slide, but in this section of the fall letter we reinforce the
guidance in the standards that the actuary would run a couple of scenarios with the premiums for default
assumptions at 50% and at 200% of the best estimate. Given today’s environment, that seemed a good thing to
reinforce. We also have a section of the fall letter that talks about the most recent lapse studies for universal life,
level COI and term to 100 policies. So we’ve modified this for this year’s letter to reflect the October 2007 study
on lapse experience under universal life level COI policies. And the October 2007 term to 100 lapse study and
the actuaries should review those and make sure that here she’s comfortable that his assumption is reasonable.
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We have had for the last couple of years a section on long-term equity returns, how to develop a long-term
assumption, some guidance there. Because we’re expecting to publish an educational note this year, we’re leaving
that out of this year’s fall letter.

We’ve had a section in the last couple of years just reinforcing that in the current environment of low interest
rates, the value of minimum interest guarantees and embedded options should be reviewed, make sure they’re
being captured appropriately.

With Section 3855 we added a section related to a couple of types, there are a few types of liabilities,
particularly those that had not generally been calculated under CALM or using interest rate discounting methods.
And so, you know, those wouldn’t necessarily move in value with change in the market value of the assets. And we
put some guidance in as to which types of liabilities should have what term and so on. And because that’s been in
only I guess for one year, we decided to keep it in for another year. But it’s not changed from previous guidance.

OK, now we get to taxes. This is a bit of a tricky section. We’ve modified the guidance this year versus last
year. What’s happened since last year is that there are draft tax proposals which were issued in July 2008, released
in July 2008. They’re essentially unchanged from November of 2007. The comment period was to September
15th of this year. And clearly they are not substantively enacted at the time of the writing of the ed note and as of
today. And I guess given the election and all sorts of other things, there’s some lack of optimism that they will be
enacted by the end of this year. So we’ve modified our guidance a little bit. First of all we’ve put in a statement to
the effect that if, and this is a very big if, a company’s auditor and accountant agree for balance sheet tax provision
purposes to treat the legislation as if it’s substantively enacted, then the policy liabilities would be calculated
consistent with this position because we follow the accounting. Now as I said, this is a very big if.

Otherwise we fall back on our previous guidance. Now the guidance that CLIFR issued earlier this year and
also in 2007 expressed concern about one particular situation and the situation we were concerned with was that
in a post-3855 environment, in conjunction with the current tax regime, companies might see a fairly dramatic
drop in policy liabilities and those policy liabilities might well be expected to go back up if the draft tax legislation
were enacted. So we put some guidance into these two documents, suggesting that the actuary exercise caution in
terms of releasing reserves in this circumstance. So this is I think sometimes had the effect that companies have
been trying to preserve liabilities calculated on a pre-3855 basis. So we have reviewed that guidance this year and
we think what would be appropriate is if the liabilities currently held are greater than those on the post-3855 basis
on both the current and proposed basis, then it would be appropriate to reflect the draft legislation in the 2000
year-end liabilities. But we still would caution against reducing the liabilities relative to what they would have
been in the post-3855 environment with the current tax rules. So this is a bit convoluted, but it’s essentially saying
if you’re holding more now than you would under both tax environments, then it would be appropriate to use the
new proposal as long as you didn’t release reserves and, so that they ended up lower than they would under the
current tax regime.

The considerations that we talked about in making this determination or this proposal was just, you know,
the amount of time that has passed since we first saw this draft tax legislation. The consistency of the most recent
draft with the revisions published almost a year ago. The fact that companies are experiencing increasing difficulty
in tracking liabilities on a pre-3855 basis. And also our understanding that many insurers file their 2007 returns
on the basis of the draft legislation. So this wording is really limited to this one particular scenario that we had
advocated caution about in the past. Clearly we don’t have the power to suggest that companies treat the legislation
as substantively enacted.

So that brings us to the end. That’s essentially the content of the fall letter. And it is a shorter list than last
year’s. So now we’ve got some time for questions, so we’d encourage those and with luck, one of Wally or I would
be able to answer them. So thank you very much.

(Applause)
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Bob Wilson: Just a couple of comments on interest rate calibration. It might behove the CIA to consider whether
CTE-60-80 is appropriate for stochastic on an interest rate. If you recall, going back to when we introduced the
range of CTE-60 to CTE-80 for segregated funds, part of the rationale therefore was that 60 to 80 was picked

because otherwise for many companies in the year 2000 when it came out the reserve would be zero. And just
looking at the graph that was up there for running the calibrated scenarios starting at 4%, I noticed that the 10th

centile after 20 years was about 2¼%, 2.4%. So normally one thinks of CTE-80 as the equivalent of running a
single scenario at around the 90th centile, which would imply that you’d be running with a rate much below the
current URR and much below what the URR would be if interest rates stayed at 4% for the rest of eternity. And
as a result, I would have a concern that the implication would be companies will be less inclined to run stochastic
if the reserves are going to exceed those that would be run if they ran these standard scenarios. And equally, I
would be concerned if I were running standard scenarios and think that stochastic is some esoteric exercise that
we actually don’t do for 98% of the company, so therefore who cares that CLIFR would then be inclined to change
the standard scenarios so that the results under the standard scenarios would be at least as high as the stochastic.

I would also point out that while CLIFR has stated that we want to make any change in the direction and
consistent with where IFRS Phase 2 might go, that having runs at rates considerably below the implied forward
rates is inconsistent with where Phase 2 of IFRS is likely to go. So not only do we have to put in large economy
size margins on all of the assumptions, which we would not have to do under IFRS Phase 2, we also then run
scenarios that you wouldn’t have to run under Phase 2. So in areas where change is to be consistent with, you
know, the economics cause reserves to go up, we seem to be quite willing to look at that. But in areas where Phase
2 would cause reserves to actually drop, we do not seem to be interested in looking at that. Thanks.

Speaker Bridel: I’ll just make a couple of comments. I was scribbling furiously so I hope I got down all your
points Bob. But on the first point, CTE-60, CTE-80, so far our testing has just taken that as a given to get us a
place to start. Whether that’s the appropriate place to be, the flip side of course is whether the CALM scenarios
are appropriate or not. We have had some discussion and do expect to have more discussion on that before
everything is all completely wrapped up. On the 10th percentile being low, we’d have to take a closer look at that.
If you can, you know, pass comments back through Wilson or through Whitman rather to us that would be maybe
helpful to get the details there.

On the IFRS side, yeah I agree that this may not be used in IFRS, but looking into the new OSFI capital
framework where you may be back into using internal models then we feel it’d also be applicable there.

BobWilson: Just a comment. No problems with it being used for capital. But we are talking about general purpose
statements for presentation of income. And if when we’re using stochastic, it would be CTE-0 under IFRS
Phase 2, it would not be CTE-60 or CTE-80. For capital and, you know, at times I’m concerned that CLIFR thinks
solvency and not general purpose accounting statements for purposes of presentation of income. And the classic
was the reaction that resulted from the Appointed Actuaries Committee with regard to currency. Because with the
pad and given the way things were, a 50% pad on a downside on currency meant that the pad for currency risk
was 100% of the reserve. If you were mismatched in foreign territories that are a bit strange like Thailand or
Vietnam. And there may be occasions where that has happened, but that’s totally inconsistent with the position
that one would end up with, or should end up with for a general purpose financial statement. And totally
inconsistent with where any economic value would be put on cause economic value for currency is you’re at market
today and this is once again area where we seem to be really, really conservative on some stuff but only in, like we’re
only in one direction. And one of the arguments for that was well, it’s sort of consistent with where IFRS is going.
But it isn’t.

And it would, you know, it’s not a big deal in the main, but there seems to be and has been for a number of
years that CLIFR forgets that it is not coming up with solvency standards, it is not coming up with, cause we have
committees to do that, and it’s not coming up with any IC type statutory reserving. It is coming up with what is
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supposed to be appropriate valuations for a general purpose financial statement that has to go out to the market
and be understood by the securities agencies and by the stream. And I’m afraid at present we aren’t doing that.

Brian Taylor: Wally, just as you were going through the information on the interest rate generator, it seemed the
focus about the calibration criteria was around the 20 year bond, if I interpreted that correctly.

Speaker Bridel: That’s right, yeah.

Brian Taylor: Long-term bond criteria. So if most models have like a three factor model with a short, medium and
long rate, seems like that would still give the actuaries quite a bit of discretion in terms of how to build out the
shape of that yield curve. And so I wondered if, you know, particularly when we get out to long-term spot rates,
that might be used if there was, you know, companies using like a 30 year strip type of an asset in their product.
Is there any thought to creating some calibration criteria that would extend all the way out to that point on the
yield curve?

Speaker Bridel: We haven’t had any discussion about going out 30 years say. Once we’ve wrapped up the long-
term, which we hope to have soon, then turning our attention to shorter and medium term rates, the shape of the
yield curve and those issues is next on our list.

Moderator Mathews: Any other questions? OK, well thank you very much.

(Applause)
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